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$470,000

Welcome to the prestigious Seven Hills Estate, where history meets modernity amidst a lush, tranquil setting. Nestled in

the heart of this coveted enclave lies Lot 200 Wagstaff Way, a prime 337m2 plot priced at an attractive $470,000, ready

to be the foundation of your bespoke residence.As you step into the Seven Hills community, you'll be enchanted by the

timeless charm and serene ambiance that this estate exudes. A haven of sophistication, Seven Hills is a tribute to the

area’s rich heritage, offering a peaceful retreat from the urban hustle while keeping modern conveniences within easy

reach.Lot 200 Wagstaff Way is a blank canvas awaiting your vision. With its generous dimensions, it provides a perfect

platform for creating a spacious family home adorned with elegant gardens, embodying a blend of luxury and comfort.

The meticulously planned streetscapes and thoughtfully preserved green spaces in Seven Hills provide a wholesome and

elegant living experience.Benefit from the estate's prime location which offers seamless connectivity to the bustling city

of Perth, a treasure trove of employment, education, and recreational opportunities. The locale boasts a range of top-tier

schools, healthcare facilities, and retail outlets ensuring a lifestyle of convenience and quality.Seize this opportunity to

build your sanctuary of elegance amidst a community that celebrates nature, history, and modern living. Lot 200 Wagstaff

Way is more than just a plot; it's the beginning of a lifestyle steeped in elegance and tranquillity. Contact us today to make

this prized piece of real estate yours!*Pricing current at the time of publishing and is subject to change without

notice.Satterley Real Estate (Real Estate Agent) - 08 9368 9000


